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My GOAL for YOU!

• To be EMPOWERED to quickly create great 
quality video content whenever you want 

• To start with a few basic skills you can 
build on. Start simple; get fancy later. 

• To have CONFIDENCE to produce 
watchable, engaging content that builds 
connection, serves the public and positions 
your agency as an expert



Animate your sleepy, static photo 
posts by turning them into a video

Video Approach #1



Let’s see what we 
can do with this 
picture!



Add text with HypeType 

Add motion with Pixaloop 

Make a slideshow with In Shot



Add audio narration to give it even 
more impact

#1 Bonus Tip



Learn to shoot and edit compelling 
Videos with your smartphone

Video Approach #2



What Kind of Videos Are Most Effective?

•High-value content with 
actionable information 

•Authentic, heart-felt content with 
stories that resonate 

•Short - 60 seconds or less for 
most of it, depending on the topic



What Kind of Videos Are Most Effective?

•Compelling content that makes a 
viewer want to keep watching 

•Frequent shot changes (every 2-3 
seconds) can hold people longer 

•Hands-on demos, personality, 
energy, enthusiasm



• You need to grab people from the first 
frame 

• Don’t use opening title sequences 

• Facebook wants videos over 3 min. 

• Horizontal vs. vertical video debate!

Video Considerations



Shooting Tips for Great Video

Video Shooting Tips to Make Your Phone 
Footage Look Like It Came From 

a $5,000 Camera



How to Hold Your Phone (with no tripod)

We’re going to practice here, so stand up!  

•Hold the phone with both hands 

•Tuck arms to your side 

•Initially, stay still and just let the action move in 
the frame without you moving the camera



How to Hold Your Phone (with no tripod)

•Many people tend to rock around or go back and 
forth with the shot. This does not produce good 
video! 

•At first just hold steady. Then, the next step is to 
learn how to pan so you can follow the action  



How to Pan left and right (with no tripod)

•Keep holding the phone with two hands like 
before 

•To pan left or right, do not move just your arms. 
Instead, twist at the waist. This turns your whole 
body into a tripod! 



Shoot SHORT Shots for B-Roll Footage

•Make most of your phone’s storage 
space by shooting INTENTIONALLY!  

•Make each shot 5-10 seconds  

•Decide what you want to shoot 
FIRST before ever touching the 
Record button!



Shoot a Variety of Shots for B-Roll Footage

•Wide shots 
•Medium shots 
•Closeup shots 

•Camera straight and level 
•Camera slightly tilted 

•Regular angle (at your standing height 
•Low angle (near the ground) 
•High angle (overhead looking down)

VIEW
TILT

ANGLE



Rule of Thirds Framing for Interviews

•Use “Rule of Thirds” approach 
when framing your interviewee 

•Leave one-third of the space 
open between you and the 
interviewee  

•Vary the direction when 
interviewing multiple people



#2: Leave Room for “Lower-Third” Graphics

•If you’re too close, you’ll 
preclude the ability to use lower-
third graphics (name, title, etc.)  

•Make the shot a little looser, 
like this example



Avoid Backlighting
•Windows or bright lights 
behind the subject will fool 
autoexposure 

•Close blinds, drapes, or 
find a better background 

•Spin them around and 
have the natural light on 
their face for a great look!

•Or, use a bi-color, 
dimmable LED light 



Use a Plug-in Smartphone Microphone

•Built-in mic is OK for ambient sound 

•Use a plug-in mic with foam windscreen 
for interviews & direct-to-camera talks 

•You can use two mics with a mic splitter 
when two people are on camera at once  

•You can adjust the final audio levels as 
needed in your editing app 



Add Frontlighting

•A clip-on mini ring light 
or a full size ring light are 
great options depending on 
your need



Up Next:

Johnson County Public Health, Kansas City 
“Importance of Getting the Flu Vaccine”  

Mary Beverly, Deputy Director 
(Produced by Jennifer Dunlay)



Video	EdiAng

•iMovie	(iPhone	only)  

•Adobe	Premiere	Rush	(iPhone	and	Android)  

•InShot	(iPhone	and	Android)



Instagram: In Shot for Vertical Video Editing

•In Shot is an editing app 
that lets you crop and edit 
vertical, horizontal and 
square video 

•Offers text overlays, filters, 
voiceover, music and more 

•One year $12.99



•Many	more	features	than	iMovie 
•Cross	device	(phone,	tablet,	laptop) 
•Edits	horizontal,	square	and	verGcal	video  
•Clip	cropping,	sizing,	posiGoning 
•4	video	layers	and	mulGple	audio	layers  
•Lots	of	Gtle	choices 
•Free	if	you	have	Premiere	or	CreaGve	Cloud 
•$9.99/month	otherwise	free	with	creaGve	
cloud	subscripGon

Adobe Premiere Rush App Info



Free Production Music
•Youtube Audio Library and 
Facebook Sound Collection 

•Licensed music for your 
videos 

•Licensed sound effects for 
your videos 

•Many genres and styles 

•Free

YouTube.com/audiolibrary

facebook.com/sound/collecAon



Use live video to educate viewers 
On Public Health issues and  
Interact with them in real time

Video Approach #3



•How	many	of	you	have	done	a	
livestream	for	your	business?  

•How	many	have	done	one	
personally?  

•How	many	of	you	would	rather	
have	a  
	root	canal	than	do	a	live	video?

Instapoll



Live Video

•Facebook Live 

•Twitter Live/Periscope 

•Instagram Live 



•Teleprompted	or	rehearsed  
	speeches  

•30	or	60	second	PSAs 

•Scripted  

•Boring 

•Less	than	4	or	5	minutes	long, 
unless	it’s	a	quick	crisis	update 
during	a	disaster

What Live Video is NOT



•AuthenGc	and	genuine,	with	
conversaGonal	delivery 
•Always	contains	high-value	content 
•Is	giving,	and	helpful,	and	empatheGc 
•EducaGonal,	inspiraGonal	and	
entertaining 
•Has	good	technical	quality	(audio,	video	
and	lighGng)  
•HUMAN!

What the Best Live Video IS



•Live	video	is	uncomfortable	for	many	people! 

•But	it	is	really	effecAve!  

•There	is	a	way	to	change	your	mindset	about	it		

•I	brought	us	a	Psychologist	to	give	us	a	Gp	about	it 

•Julia	KrisAna,	MA	Psych,	is	a	registered	clinical	counsellor	with	a 
	masters	degree	and	is	one	of	the	best	live	streamers	I	know

Your Mindset Around Live Video



Don’t	disregard	the	viewer,	which  
is	actually	the	only	reason	you	are 
doing	a	live	broadcast 

•Involve	the	viewer	in	the	livestream	by 
	asking	them	quesGons,	and	incorporaGng 
	a	few	appropriate	comments	they	make.

Live Video Best Practices



Ask	viewers	to	share	the	broadcast. 
This	is	a	major	opportunity	many  
livestreamers	are	missing. 

•“If	you	are	finding	this	informaGon	valuable, 
	go	ahead	and	share	this	with	your	followers, 
	or	with	specific	people	you	think	would	 
	benefit	from	this	informaGon”

Live Video Best Practices



Tell	stories.	People	love	stories,	and	will	stay	engaged	
to	hear	the	outcome	of	the	story. 

•It	could	be	a	story	of	a	client, 
customer,	or	your	own  
experience.		

•The	beaer	the	story,	the	more 
you’ll	hook	people.	Tease	the	 
story	as	part	of	your	livestream	  
opening.

Live Video Best Practices



We	can’t	read	backwards	logos 
or	graphics.	Take	the	Ame	to 
engage	Horizontal	Flip	on 
Facebook	Live	when	shooAng  
with	the	forward-facing	camera  

•Horizontal	flip	is	accessible	through	the	tools 
	menu	in	the	Facebook	Live	setup	before	you  
	begin	broadcasGng

Live Video Best Practices



Be	conversaAonal	and	likable  

•You	are	pudng	a	face	on	your	agency,	
and	it	needs	to	be	a	likable	one 

•By	conversaGonal,	I	mean	in	most	
instances,	the	approach	is	a	genuine:	
“Hey	you	guys!”	or	“What’s	up,	
everybody!”		

Live Video Best Practices



Use	bullet	points	if	you	need	to,	
but	no	script 

Live Video Best Practices



Create a content resource on 
YouTube

Video Approach #4



Be consistent with uploads 

Take time to write a good 
description with keywords 

Batch-create content 

See what’s popular and do more around that topic

You Tube Best Practices



You Tube Best Practices
Example: Julia Kristina 
Counselling



You Tube Best Practices
Example: Julia Kristina 
Counselling



Use all the options on Instagram 
to create content

Video Approach #5



• FEED (Photos + 60 second square or landscape 
videos. Content may be multi-panel swipeable) 

• STORIES (Photos + 15 sec vertical videos)  

• LIVE (Live vertical video content up for 24 hours)  

• TV (IGTV) (Vertical videos up to 10 min.)

Instagram is 4 Platforms in One!



Vertical Video Syndrome

•Let’s just agree that vertical video is 
of the devil. The ONLY place it works 
correctly orientation-wise is on a 
phone. 

•However, it is now a FACT that we 
are going to need to deal with it 

•Instagram Stories and Instagram 
TV have now made it imperative 
that we learn how to shoot and 
edit for it



What You Need to Know About Instagram Stories

•They are a great way to show behind the 
scenes 

•It’s perfect for timely content 

•There is tremendous opportunity to customize 
content with text overlays, stickers, gif’s, polls, 
surveys, and comments 



What You Need to Know About IGTV

•It is a stand-alone app, but linked to Instagram 

•It is vertical-video-centric…BUT…in May 2019, 
Instgrame decided to let IGTV support 
HORIZONTAL video too! 

•Instagram is taking on YouTube in a big way 

•They want you to create content for IGTV  

•Shooting vertical video has its own challenges



Other IGTV Tips

•Think of IGTV as Netflix. Don’t launch 
your IGTV channel until you have at least 
several videos produced and ready to 
upload.  
•Figure out ways to think in terms of TV 
episodes, so one video leads into another 
•People love to binge-watch content, so 
make your content binge-worthy (not 
cringe-worthy!)



Shooting Vertical Video
•Unless you’re 14” from the camera, a wider and will 
show you to your navel or beyond. Or show a ton of 
empty space over your head. 

•It is very difficult to get two people on side by side. You 
will have to stand close together, and the camera will 
have to be quite a distance away. 

•You can’t currently edit vertical video in iMovie on your 
phone  

•If you already have a video shot in landscape, you may 
need to re-shoot your video for IGTV



Best Practices for Shooting Vertical Video

•If it’s just you on camera, stay close so you’re just 
head and chest.  

•Or, back off more to do waist-up. 

•When shooting b-roll, you will have to be a little 
further away to get a wide-enough shot of the action 

•You will need to use a plug-in mic with a long cord 
for wider shots with you on camera, or a wireless mic



1 More Way to Use Landscape Footage Vertically
•Use the PicFrame App, or similar photo & video 
collage app, to create a vertical video (9:16) 
aspect ratio box divided into three parts 

•Drop your standard vertical video into the upper 
part 

•Drop a graphic into the middle part, and use the 
text tool to enter helpful information  

•Put your logo in the bottom part 

•Export the finished video and upload to 
Instagram Stories or IGTV



Upper box: 
Landscape video 
cropped

Lower box: 
Graphic made in 
Canva



Let’s Connect!

To Access Our Workshop Web Page:

Text the word  
PUBLICHEALTH 

to 

33444


